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Power Your Life

Product Detailed Information
3 AC outlets and 3 USB ports
5ft extension cord
Mini size & lightweight for travel
Non surge protector
18 month warranty

TESSAN Portable Power Strip with 3 Outlets and 3 USB Ports
TESSAN newly designed USB power strip turns a regular wall outlet into 3 grounded AC outlets with 3 USB charging ports.
It helps you eliminate the hassle of carrying multiple chargers and saves space. At the same time, 3 wide-spaced AC outlets
accommodate larger plugs without blocking.
The biggest highlight is the design of a 45-degree right angled flat plug. For most people, there are many hidden sockets
behind their furniture, such as sofa, nightstand, workbench, and bed, and so on. The flat plug fits easily in tight spaces or
behind furniture. What's more, the 45-degree right-angled plug does not block the bottom socket of the duplex wall outlet.
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Portable Power Strip

Tessan Global Technology Co., Ltd.
Low-Profile Angled Flat Plug

Wide-spaced Outlets for 6 Devices
Our USB power strip with extension cord 5ft is
designed wide-spaced outlet while maintaining
the portable size, so you can use larger plugs
without blocking.

45-degree angled design doesn’t block the bottom
receptacle of the duplex wall outlet.

With 3 outlets and 3 USB ports, you can charge
6 devices at the same time, such as your phone,
tablet, Kindle, laptop, camera, humidifier or else.

The 4 non-slip pads designed to prevent the
power strip from falling even pulling slightly
when it is used.
TESSAN power strip extension cord made of
up to 1382℉ high quality fireproof material,
and certified by security agency, such as CE,
RoHS, etc.

Specification
Voltage Compatibility:
100~250V AC 50/60Hz

Extension Cord Length:
5 ft/1.5m

Power Rating:
1250W, 10A Max, 125V~

Cord Specification:
18AWG/10A

3 AC Outlets and 3 USB

3 AC

3 USB

Web: https://tessan.com/power-strip-3-usb-3-outlets
E-mail: support@tessan.com
WhatsApp: +1 (510)320-2842
Address: 1942 Broadway St. STE 314C, Boulder CO 80302, United States
https://www.facebook.com/tessanpower
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USB Output:
DC 5V, 2.4A Max Per port, 3A/15W in Total

Item Dimensions:
3.46*3.46*1.04 in

Power Your Life

The flat plug can fit in tight spots behind furniture,
such as sofa, bed, nightstand, couch, or TV stand.
When using the socket, the furniture can be closer
to the wall to save space.

Safe for Using

Power Strip
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